Precise measurements of Z-boson parameters and W -boson and t-quark masses put strong constraints on non SU (2) × U (1) singlet New Physics. We demonstrate that one extra generation passes electroweak constraints even when all new particle masses are well above their direct mass bounds. My talk is based on a recent paper 1 .
Decoupling and nondecoupling
Let us start from Quantum Electrodynamics and consider heavy t-quark contributions to physical observables. Contribution of a diagram with top quark propagating in a loop to fine structure constant α is divergent and not extractable from data. t-quark contribution to muon anomalous magnetic moment is suppressed as α 2 (m µ /m t ) 2 , so it decouples.
What about electroweak theory? t-quark contribute into K −K, B −B transition amplitudes ∼ f 4 /m 2 t = G 2 F m 2 t , where f is Yukawa coupling of top with higgs boson, f ∼ m t /η, so it does not decouple. Even if new generations mixing with light generations is small (vanishing contributions to K −K, B −B mixing) they contribute to Z and W polarization operators.
Resulting contributions to physical observables are finite and do not decouple. This is precisely the reason why considerable part of phase space (masses of new quarks and leptons) is excluded by precision data.
SM fit
The precision data fit within Standard Model with three generations performed by LEPTOP code is presented in 1 . The data set contains Z-boson decay parameters, W -boson and t-quark We see that the quality of fits is almost the same as in the case of three generations.
These variables are frequently used to determine if a given new physics model passed constraints of precision measurements. 
Conclusion
One extra quark-lepton generation is not excluded by electroweak precision data.
The quality of fit for one extra generation is the same as that for Standard Model for certain values of new particle masses. 
